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The Fall Winter Menswear Collection 2011 -2012 by Designer Rajvi Mohan expresses a 'Sartorial confidence' for the modern Indian man in all its guises this season. The collection 'Phir Bhi Dil Is Hindustani' is for today's modern contemporary man who is global yet Indian at heart. "Nothing finishes off an outfit better than a sharp dose of confidence."

The Fall Winter collection highlights the blend and fusion of luxury, lightness, perfection and thoughtlessness. Speaking about the New Collection 2011 -2012 Designer Rajvi Mohan adds, "my collection aims to break the categorized barrier of either Indian or western and reflects the more urban- uber sexual man, who might travel and live around the world, but with a sense of fun and lightness- never forgets the Indian in himself."

Known for her razor sharp tailoring, fine attention to detail, a unique combination of tailored extravagance is blended together for a man who is passionate about his innate sense of dressing. Her Fall-Winter 2011-12 collection is predominantly based on black, heavy tones of brown, blue and grey with bursts of rusty orange: as it adds to the elegant yet carefree style for a man's wardrobe this season.

Luxurious fabrics such as linen/silks, high count cottons and pure silks come alive with engineered blocking, contrasting and juxtaposing textures with subtle, tailored yet soft structures.

Off beat elegance, easy bespoke formality, providing reference points through recognizable structures, stripes with a touch of paisleys create a playful patchwork of aesthetics in the new range.

By focusing on fabric, texture quality and design, Rajvi's semblance showcases a collection that embraces contemporary masculinity and modern take to tradition and its finer points reinterpreted into a collection vibrant with colors and textures. The assured and bold choices are effortlessly and elegantly put together with a subtle twist.

The collection ranges from Rs 2000 onwards
Availability- By Appointments Only – 9810811680